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Company Introduction

ToolingBox Industrial Technology Co.,Ltd is a Chinese professional manufacturer and importer&exporter for 
metal tooling, machinery and materials industries. We specialise in supplying solid&Brazed CBN tools, and 
tungsten carbide products for tooling industry.  

Based headquarters in Beijing and 3 factories located in Chengdu,Zhuzhou and Zhengzhou, ToolingBox works 
and lives with the ISO 9001 quality management system, raw materials of tools were chose carefully from 
China local, each step of the tools manufacturing process is planned and controlled by our professional 
engineers, each item is inspected prior to dispatch, so we can offer solid CBN and tungsten carbide products 
with the highest quality: Indexable inserts, saw tips, carbide rods,carbide blanks, carbide wear parts, planer 
knives, textile and film carbide cutter knives, ISO and solid CBN inserts and so on, as well as a rapid 
production of small and large scale carbide products as per your drawing.

ToolingBox,  Your partner for tungsten carbides products!.
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Carbide Grade ,Properties and Application
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Carbide Grade ,Properties and Application
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ROD blank(Metric)   实心圆棒（公制）
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ROD  blank(Inch) 实心圆棒(英制）

rough rod Grinding rod Length
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rough rod single hole grinding  rod length

Carbide rod with Single hole(Metric)  单直孔圆棒（公制）
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Carbide rod with two parallel hole(Metric) 双直孔圆棒（公制）
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Carbide rod with two helical  hole(Metric) 双螺旋圆棒（公制） 

(Rough rod)
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Carbide rod with two helical  hole(Metric) （ 双螺旋圆棒(公制）

finishing Diameter Range(Rough rod)  holes distance hole Dia pitch Spiral angle
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Carbide rod with two helical  hole(Metric)  双螺旋圆棒(公制）

finishing
 rough rod Diameter Range  holes distance hole Dia Pitch Spiral angle
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Carbide rod with chamfer DIN6527 倒角圆棒

chamfer chamfer chamfer
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Carbide rod with chamfer (inch) 倒角圆棒(英制）

Chamfer Chamfer
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Strips Series
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Rectangular slab with chamfer
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Our factory: 



Rm2505,Unit 2,Building 7,
No.7 Chaoyang Road,Chaoyang 
District,Beijing, 100024
P.R of China

Phone: +86 10 5290 2905
 Fax:                           +86   10       6572             3756     
toolingbox@126.com 
www.toolingbox.com

www.toolingbox.com




